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ABSTRACT
Patterns can be applied in isolation. However, the power of patterns
lies in using them in sequences. Identifying pattern relationships
with other patterns is difficult. The existing pattern formats reflect
the relationships with other patterns in a very informal way. We
are proposing changes to the pattern format so that it reflects the
relationships with other patterns in amore sophisticated way. These
relationships can be used in pattern composition. We demonstrate
the new pattern format on organizational patterns of agile software
development.
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Christopher Alexander defines a pattern as [3]:
Each pattern describes a problem which occurs
over and over again in our environment, and
then describes the core of the solution to that
problem, in such a way that you can use this so-
lution a million times over, without ever doing
it the same way twice.

In the last twenty years, patterns have become an integral part
of software development [10, 17]. Patterns have been published
in different domains of software development, e.g., as design pat-
terns [15], architecture patterns [4, 13], analysis patterns [8] and
organizational patterns of agile software development [6]. The ex-
amples used in this paper are focused on organizational patterns of
agile software development as defined by Coplien and Harrison [6].

Organizational patterns can be applied to create new organi-
zations from scratch or they can be applied to already existing
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organizations [6]. Organizational patterns play a crucial role in
agile software development. They are not limited only to software
development.

Even though patterns are known from late 70s [3], there are still
difficulties in selecting the right pattern for the problem in hand [9].
To fully utilize and employ an appropriate organizational pattern,
one must thoroughly understand not only the pattern itself, but
also the pattern language it belongs to [2? ]. Furthermore, pattern
languages in general do not always reveal every plausible connec-
tion with other patterns. Understanding organizational patterns
and their connections is a difficult task by itself. Application of
appropriate patterns might therefore be challenging.

Patterns are organized in pattern languages. Pattern languages
provide means to connect patterns together, which assist in solving
bigger problems that occur together. However, pattern languages
do not reveal all the information on how the patterns they consist
of are connected to each other.

Even though it is not uncommon to employ a single pattern,
the power of patterns lies in applying them in combination with
each other. The nature of patterns is such that multiple patterns
will be applied together. A pattern application generates a resulting
context which matches the context of some other patterns. This
way more patterns are composed together and progress is made
towards a whole or bigger solution. But patterns can be composed
at varying levels.

The order in which to apply patterns is critical to a useful pattern
composition. Patterns connected with each other form a network,
where patterns are typically applied in combination with each
other [2–4, 17]. These connection means are used to select the
right patterns for the problem in hand and navigate to the next
pattern to create a sequence of patterns. Sequences represents the
orders in which the patterns should be applied in order to solve a
specific problem in hand [5, 12]. Sequences are gradually emerging
from successive application of patterns in an appropriate order.
Pattern sequences demonstrate the proper use of a pattern language.
Various sequences of a pattern language show different solution to
many problems that these patterns can resolve.

The relations between patterns in a pattern language are defined
on the semantic level. In order to create useful sequences of patterns,
we need to identify and understand these relationships. There are no
specific sequences or rules identified that would help with deciding
which pattern to apply first and which one next [? ]. Doubts in
choosing specific pattern sequences or incorrect decisions might
slow down productivity rate of the organization and slow down
the development process.

Pattern authors put a lot of effort in writing their patterns. How-
ever, if readers do not understand patterns or the links between
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them, then it will be difficult to apply them in sequences. Numer-
ous patterns have been documented. However, they are not well
connected [11].

It is important to note that there are direct and indirect relation-
ships between patterns in a pattern language.

However, the existing pattern formats do not clearly reflect this.
Consequently, the relationships between patterns are very difficult
to recognize. This difficulty is creating uncertainty during pattern
application.

In order to recognize the relationship between patterns, we pro-
pose changes the pattern structure that will reflect the relationship
links. We propose adding subsections called ”keywords” to the prob-
lem and solution sections of a pattern. The keywords subsection in
the problem section of a pattern includes relationship links (key-
words) to all the patterns that can be applied before this pattern.
While the keywords subsection in the solution section of a pat-
tern includes links to all the patterns that can be applied after this
pattern. These relationship links can be used for creating proper
pattern sequences.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 1, we
look into the structure of a pattern in different pattern formats. In
Section 2, we identify relationship links in a pattern language. In
Section 3, we propose our solution. In Section 4 we draw conclusion
and outline our further work.

1 PATTERN FORMS AND PATTERN
STRUCTURE

Many pattern authors tend towrite patterns in their own format, but
there are some common pattern formats (often denoted as pattern
forms). Although the pattern formats differ, the core structure is
the same. Most of the patterns formats embrace these essential
elements:

• Pattern name. The name of the pattern is a single word or
short phrase to refer to the pattern.

• Context. The context represents the current situation under
which the problem and its solution seem to happen. It is
a precondition for the pattern’s applicability. It represents
the initial configuration of the system before the pattern is
applied to it.

• Problem statement. The problem statement explains what
is the problem and why the problem needs a sophisticated
solution. The problem statement characterizes the essence of
the pattern. The problem statement also includes description
of the conflicting forces or may be stated solely through
conflicting forces, which is the way Alexander did it, and
which was adopted by Coplien and Harrison [6].

• Solution. The solution part describes the design which will
put the conflicting forces identified in the problem statement
into a balance.

• Discussion/Consequences. The discussion/consequences
section deals with the trade-offs of applying the pattern.

Alexander’s original format (or Alexandrian form) [2, 3] includes
also a picture of the pattern. The GoF format [15] splits the problem
and solution sections into more detailed subsections. Additionally,
the GoF format includes an explicit section for known uses of a
pattern, example code, and related patterns. Coplien’s format (or

Coplien form1) includes the related patterns section. In the Portland
format [16], the problem statement is described in a couple of para-
graphs, followed by the word ”Therefore,” which is followed by a
couple of paragraphs where the solution is discussed. Patterns writ-
ten in the Portland format are usually short. The POSA format![4]
is quite similar to the GoF form with different headings. Patterns
written in the POSA format tend to be large, spanning over several
pages. They include a summary section at the end.

Table 1 compares the pattern formats. The current structure of a
pattern is very well narrated. However, the relationship with other
patterns are not very well reflected. As mentioned above some
pattern formats include a specific related pattern sections. In the
related patterns section, those patterns are specifically mentioned,
which can be used together in sequences with this pattern. This
helps in identifying the relationship between patterns. However,
the pattern relationships to other patterns should not be limited to
those patterns in related patterns section.

2 IDENTIFYING RELATIONSHIP LINKS IN
PATTERNS

In order to apply patterns in sequences, we need to identify relation-
ship between patterns. Existing pattern formats reflects the direct
relationship between patterns. Direct relationships are those refer-
ences to other patterns introduced namely in the pattern description.
In particular, the Solution and Related Patterns sections are intended
to discuss those patterns that can be used in sequences with the
pattern being described. Although these direct references are help-
ful in identifying pattern relationships with other patterns, they
are limited to the patterns known to the pattern author. Another
limitation is the relation with those potentially related patterns,
which will be observed later.

There are other, indirect relationships between patterns. These
indirect relationships can be found in the pattern format. Indirect
relationships are identified by describing areas of interest of pat-
terns in a pattern language. An indirect relationship can help in
identifying related patterns. However, these indirect relationships
are hidden within the pattern description. It is hard to identify them
in a pattern. In the following example pattern Size The Schedule [6]
we first identify indirect relationships, and later we will categorise
these indirect relationships into two types.

We look into the problem section:
Both overly ambitious schedules and overly
generous schedules have their pains, either for
the developers or the customers.

If youmake the schedule too generous, devel-
opers become complacent, and youmiss market
windows. But if the schedule is too ambitious,
developers become burned out, and you miss
market windows. And if the schedule is too
ambitious, product quality suffers, and compro-
mised architectural principles establish a poor
foundation for future maintenance.

. . . it’s clear that schedule and functionality
trade off against each other.

1http://wiki.c2.com/?CoplienForm
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Table 1: Pattern formats.

The customer believes you can cut function-
ality, but a promise of having the yet unattained
functionality at some future date leaves the
customer much less comfortable. And projects
without schedule motivation tend to go on for-
ever, or spend too much time polishing details
that are either irrelevant or don’t serve cus-
tomer needs.

There are direct references to other patterns from different pat-
tern languages in this excerpt. At the moment, we ignore them in
order to focus on identifying indirect relationships. For this, we
identify those keywords which can potentially be used as relation-
ship links to other patterns. These keywords (relationship links)
can be called indirect relationship. Size The Schedule is an organi-
zational pattern of agile software development, hence we search
for keywords from agile glossaries [1, 14].

In patterns from a different domain, the selection of keywords
can be different Based on the keyword from agile glossaries we
identify: schedule, market window, product quality, architectural
principles, maintenance, functionality, trade of, and project as indi-
rect relationship keywords.

The same can be done with the solution part of the pattern.
There are direct references to other patterns. The solution part
also indicates terms and keywords, which can be used as indirect
relationship links between this pattern and other patterns. Here’s
the corresponding excerpt [6]:

Reward developers for negotiating a schedule
they prove to meet, with financial bonuses;
see Compensate Success, or with extra time off.
Keep two sets of schedules: one for the market,
and one for the developers.

The external schedule is negotiated with the
customer; the internal schedule, with devel-
opment staff. The internal schedule should be
shorter than the external schedule by two or
three weeks for a moderate project. If the two
schedules can’t be reconciled, customer needs
or the organization’s resources–or the sched-
ule itself–must be re-negotiated Recommitment
Meeting.

Help delineate the schedule withNamed Sta-
ble Bases. Grow as needed with Phasing It In.
Define initial targets with Work Queue. Make
sure Someone Always Makes Progress

You don’t need a full schedule–perhaps no
schedule at all–to get started. See Get On With
It and Build Prototypes.

The keywords that can be observed in this excerpt are: reward
developer, negotiate schedule, extra time off, external schedule,
internal schedule, schedule reconciliation, customer needs, initial
target, and grow as needed.

Direct references to other patterns are not complete. This means
not all linked or related patterns are referred to directly. In other
words, the directly referred patterns are not the only related pat-
terns that can be used in sequences with a pattern. Otherwise this
will limit usage of the pattern in sequences with other patterns.
These keywords extracted from the problem statement and solution
part can be termed as indirect relationship links between patterns.
They help in creating sequences in a pattern language and across
pattern languages.

By analyzing Coplien and Harrison’s organizational patterns [6],
we categorize the identified keywords. If we look into the forces
in the problem statement they discusses the burning issues, and
who caused these issues. We look again into the Size The Schedule
pattern:

If you make the schedule too generous, develop-
ers become complacent, and you miss market
windows. But if the schedule is too ambitious,
developers become burned out, and you miss
market windows.

There are two conflicting forces: too generous schedule versus
too ambitious schedule. The forces indicate that there is a depen-
dency between this pattern and other related patterns[4]. We will
come back to this dependency shortly.

According to the context of the Size The Schedule pattern, it is
most often used at the start of a project. However, the dependen-
cies in the problem statement indicates that the Size The Schedule
pattern can be applied at any stage of the project. There are three
closely related issues being debated in the forces section of the
pattern Size The Schedule. First a “missed market window” or per-
haps a delay in the project. Second the developer is involved in the
forces by either “developers burned out” or “developers become
complacent.” Third the subject in this case the (schedule) is either
“too ambitious” or “too generous”.

Now we look into dependencies.
The problem section explains what is the problem and why the

problem needs a sophisticated solution. Hence we look into the
reasons that why this problem has happened, by analyzing the
problem section from Size The Schedule pattern.
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The first two issues debated in the forces section, ”missed mar-
ket window”, and ”developers become complacent” vs ”developers
burned out” indicates that these problems can be caused by either
changes in the developers schedule, or changes in developers priori-
ties or tasks. This means some other patterns have potentially been
applied which was related to developers schedule, or developers
tasks. At the same time the two variants of a schedule “too ambi-
tious“ vs “too generous“, indicates that any other pattern related to
project schedule can caused this problem.

The above mentioned dependency and other such dependencies
are revealing that the Size The Schedule pattern might not always be
the first pattern in the sequence. There can be many other patterns
before this one. This implies that the indirect relationships men-
tioned in the problem statement are links to those related patterns
that can be applied before this pattern in a pattern sequence.

Now we look into the solution section of the Size The Schedule
pattern:

Reward developers for negotiating a schedule
they prove to meet, with financial bonuses; see
Compensate Success, or with extra time off.

The solution section always speaks about things to be performed.
This indicates that indirect relationships mentioned in the solution
section, identifies those related patterns which can be used after this
pattern in a pattern sequence. For example rewarding successful
developers with financial bonus or extra time off. The terms reward
developers, financial bonus, extra time off are all pointing to other
related patterns. The solution section often mention directly related
patterns. However in order not to limit the usage of this pattern,
these indirect relationships can be used as relationship links with
other patterns.

3 REFLECTING RELATIONSHIP LINKS IN
PATTERNS

Identifying these relational links is difficult because one have to
understand the pattern completely. Only by thenwewill understand
why a specific terms was used. However, the pattern authors know
exactly why a specific term is used. At the same time, the author
can identify which terms are linking a pattern to other patterns. We
propose that the authors add a subsection entitled Keywords both
to the problem statement and solution section. In these subsections,
all those relationship links can be explicitly mentioned.

When applying a pattern, developers or pattern users will easily
find other related patterns through these relationship links. These
relationship links help pattern users to create pattern sequences
across pattern languages in the relevant domain.

For example, the keywords subsection in the problem statement
of the Size The Schedule pattern would look like this:

Keywords: developer, customer, schedule, market win-
dow, product quality, architectural principles, mainte-
nance, functionality, trade off.

The keywords subsection in the solution section would be:

Keywords: reward developer, negotiate schedule, ex-
tra time off, schedule reconciliation, customer needs,
initial target, grow as needed, make progress.

These are the possible relationship links between this pattern
and other patterns. We extract relationship links for three other
organizational patterns from Coplien and Harrison’s and Cunning-
ham’s catalogs [6, 7].

The keywords subsection in the problem statement of the Com-
pensate Success [6] would look like this:

Keywords: schedule, organization, ego-less team,make
or break projects, reward team, investment in specu-
lative work

The keywords subsection in the solution section would be:
Keywords: comparable rewards, exceptional awards,
celebration, customer satisfaction, systemic success,
food culture, discourage peers, individual contribu-
tions, successful projects.

The keywords subsection in problem statement of Recommitment
Meeting [6] would look like this:

Keywords: schedule, work queue, scheduling prob-
lems, high productivity.

The keywords subsection in the solution section would be:
Keywords: interestedmanagement, development team,
plan, commitment to schedule, allocating business re-
sources.

The keywords subsection in the problem statement of the Com-
parable Work pattern [7] would look like this

Keywords: commit to delivery, schedule, work por-
tion, deadline.

The keywords subsection in the solution section would be:
Keywords: work queue, later release, re-commitment,
head-roam.

The diagram in Figure 1 maps the keywords that we have identi-
fied as relationship links. Based on the identified keywords, we can
create sequences of related pattern. There is no limitation on which
pattern can be applied first. Once we apply a pattern, the keywords
in the solution section should be mapped to the keywords in the
problem section of the related patterns. The keyword subsection in
the solution section will definitely have more than one option. This
means more than one patterns can be applied after this pattern. We
can select the one based on the problem in hand.

Figure 1: Indirect relationship links in four organizational
patterns.
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4 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHERWORK
To create sequences of patterns, it is important to know how pat-
terns are related with each other. In order to identify pattern re-
lationships we propose to modify the pattern structure. Pattern
authors can include the proposed Keywords subsection in the prob-
lem statement and solution section.

The proposed modification in the pattern format will make pat-
terns more readable. The keywords declared in the Keywords sub-
section can act as relationship links between patterns. With these
terms, we can identify which patterns can be used together in
sequences.

In the future, wewould like to formalize the relationship between
patterns. Once pattern relationships have been formalized, we can
create pattern sequences across pattern languages.
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